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Abstract
Immigration has been long time debates in USA. American is
known as the platform of opportunity for the immigrants. Different
people had different mentality for the immigrants, some people are
in the favor of immigrants and are ready to stand for their right
whereas some people think they are the barriers for this country.
Therefore, in this research we are showing the percentages of
contribution and the areas where the immigrants are working.
Immigration and immigrants are actually helping in the
development of USA, the majority of people who are behind the
success of the USA are Immigrants.
Introduction
Immigrants shows deep commitment to work ethic. A large majority believed in
“extremely important” to work and stay off welfare. They understand that,
without hard work their dream of America as the land of plenty would not come
true. According to one report, 81% people must work very hard in this country.
People will never get everything for free in this country, if you work hard then
only you it easy to live here. According to CPS, Immigrants and their U.S.-born
children now number approximately 86.4 million people, or 27% of the overall U.S
population. As of 2016, the population of undocumented immigrants in the United
States is estimated to be 10.7 million, roughly 3.3% of the entire US population.
50.9% of undocumented immigrants were from Mexico, and 20.6% of all
undocumented immigrants resided in California. As of 2012, 53% of undocumented
immigrants were male. In 2016, approximately 31% of workers in the roofing
industry and 24% of maids/housekeepers were undocumented immigrants.
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Comparing the Earnings between the Native-born and immigrants in the USA
and the ways they are contributing in developing the economic
development of the USA.
Conclusion
From all the above comparison and the charts we can easily
analysis that immigrant are actually helping in the different
ways in the development of the USA. They are working in
those area where the native American people doesn’t want to
work. Whereas immigrants are just working hard so that they
can reach their goal and do something while they are staying
over here. They aren't getting as much opportunity as other
still they are struggling and trying their best to help
themselves and indirectly helping the US Government by
paying the taxes and showing their hard works.
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